Sex Toys and Sexual Adaptations
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This webinar is by no means a replacement for the advice of a physician, and I always recommend that you get advice from your healthcare team when you have questions specific to you.
“Taboo” Toys?
Sexual Safety

• Lubrication
  • Water-based vs Silicone-based
• Condoms
  • Male or Female
Decreased Sensation

- Vibrators
  - Plug-in vs battery powered
- Floggers
- Vibrating Rings
- Plugs
- Nipple Clamps
Increased Sensation

- Feathers
- Massage Oils
- Plugs & Dildos
Mobility & Motor Control

- Flexible & Pattern Vibrators
- Vibrating Ring
- Gloves
- Love Bumpers
- Harnesses
- Bondage Tape & Cuffs
- Intimate Rider
Bladder & Bowel Accidents

• Clean-up
  • Blankets
  • Cleaning Toys
What is best for you?
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